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Folks, this post/essay is a bit too long – some 2250+ words or so; however, don’t run
away, don’t please ask for a tl;dr – but please go through this post with a fine-toothcomb,
it has snippets and references for us to appreciate the sheer enormity of the levels of
Corruption in Tamilnadu – though it mainly deals with only one of the many continuing
dravidian scandals: the nexus between the Politicians-Bureaucrats-Sand-mafia;
if you can share this link and generally spread the evidence-based records of our pasts and
the continuing, rather tragic present, you may be actually helping our fellow Tamils and
Tamilnadu – if not the whole of Bharat; please think about this.

In any case, you owe at least this much to Dr J Jeyaranjan’s candor, detailed research and
his marshaling of facts. Thanks!

1. Apparently Dr J Jeyaranjan (JJ henceforth) likes to be identified as an Economist
among others, participates (or at least did participate during the pre-Assemby Election
times of 2021) in debates about Tamilnadu’s development agenda. Fair enough.

And, in that admitted capacity of a ‘Public Intellectual,’ he has made significant
data/evidence based comments on Dravidianism, J Jayalalithaa, MK Stalin et al and the
way rent-seeking has become the basic tradition of Dravidians.

2. JJ is now considered to be close to MK Stalin of DMK and was therefore naturally
appointed (circa May 2021) as the Vice Chairman of TN’s ‘State Development Policy
Council‘ that has the current CM of TN, MK Stalin as the Chairman. Snippet from the
Govt web announcement below:

3. It is important to realize how critical this Council can be, based on the range of advisory
capacity it has and also because of the fact that the the powerful Chief Minister of TN
(currently MK Stalin) is the Chairman of it.

Of course there are some members who should not have been there, but then, that can be
understood in terms of political compulsions and Dravidian lip-service to various
constituencies/demographics.

However, the fact is that, apparently MK Stalin and JJ mean business, and take the
‘Development Policy’ seriously, whatever that is. Thanks!

4. It is obvious that JJ knows what’s going on the higher echelons of power. He knows
what he is talking about, because, if it were not so, he would not be Senior member
and a Vice Chairman of the Council.

So, when he says something, very critical of Dravidianism and MK Stalin et al,
it is only fair for us assume that there is a VERY SIGNIFICANT amount of
truth to it.

5. A couple of years before JJ became a member of the aforesaid Council, an eye-opening
(more like eye-popping) book got published by the ‘University College, London Press’  in
2019, ‘The Wild East: Criminal Political Economies in South Asia‘  – edited by
erudite scholars – Barbara Harriss-White & Lucia Michelutti.

It talks about the nexus of Criminals-Politicians – in some of the countries of South Asia,
but mostly about India.

6. In the same volume, JJ has written an elaborate research report on the Sand Mafia that
has been existing for decades in Tamilnadu. In this snippet from the same book, he claims
his credentials as ‘an economist specializing in the socio-economic development of the TN
state, India.’

JJ’s essay is plainly titled, ‘Sand and the Politics of Plunder in Tamilnadu, India.’

This is a delightful (and therefore enervating) documentation on how the decadent, rent-
seeking Dravidians have wrecked havoc with the moral fabric of TN and its environment,
for like, decades now.

But it, deals just with one aspect of it – namely, ‘sand mining,’ which plunder continues to
this day.

There are, of course, other similar mafia operating for Beach sand, Granite, Liquor and
much else, even as we only talk about the ‘Natural Resources’ in this post. One cannot even
imagine the amount of organized plunder across domains (beyond natural resources), in
the Dravidian Tamilnadu.

We also know that, Tamilnadu’s leadership position (hic!) vis-a-vis ‘Scientific Corruption’
is actually teaching the other States of India as well. So, it is obvious that our Dravidians of
TN, keep setting new Standards (more like STUNdards) in Corruption, practically in every
field, rather relentlessly – to maintain their leadership.

In the context of the ‘River Sand Mafia,’ TN leads with a head time of a
minimum of 40+ years or so. Whereas, the other States have barely learnt the
techniques – and they are merely 10 years young in this ‘Industry.’ Yes, TN is the leader
wheeler-dealer and an exemplar for the whole world, when it comes to loot.

Anyway.

From this point on, am presenting a bunch of screenshots from the above, solid document
of JJ, with minimal annotations and questions.

(A point to note is that, JJ has criticized ALL dravidians from 1980, which includes
AIADMK as well – however, am focusing only on the ‘cognitive dissonance‘ of JJ
utterly trashing Dravidians, DMK and MK Stalin for their monstrous
corruption & plunder of Tamilnadu- and then joining forces with them… for
what?)

-0-0-0-0-

JJ very candidly observes that:

1.1 Corruption used to be understood as a by-Product of Dravidian politics…

1.2 Now, a new Politics also has been developed in which… resourced through the crime
of extracting natural resources… populist disbursements from State exchequer (meaning,
from Tax payers like us) to the people are spliced with cash transfers during elections to
the voters via ill-gotten money

1.3 Dravidian politics has entrenched the institutionalization of Criminal Accumulation.

Interesting that, JJ uses the phrase ‘Pork Barrel Transfers.’ This phrase essentially
means, spending the money collected from the Taxpayers by the Government, by a
Politician, purely with a view to ensuring that voters vote for him in the ensuing elections.
In other words, diversion of Government funds, ostensibly for ‘development’ but in reality
only for the furtherance of the looting-agenda of political goons/leaders.

2.1 In Tamil, it would translate to, ‘கைடத் ேதங்காைய எ�த்�
வ�ப்�ள்ைளயா�க்� உைடத்தல்’ which essentially means = Stealing
dravidianlike, some coconuts from a road-side hapless vendor, and then gratuitously
offering them to a random roadside Statue of the dravidian EVR ‘Periyar,’ a stellar bigot.

2.2 In fact, most of the non-essential Freebies like TV, ‘Pongal’ bonuses, ‘Free travel for
women’ etc doled out by various dravidian TN Governments as a matter of routine, are all
in this pork-barrel realm.

The question is, if Dravidians were so utterly corrupt, why did JJ team up with them? Does
JJ want his rightful share from the euphemistic ‘pork barrel?’

3.1 JJ clearly says, in NO uncertain terms that there was this ‘Thirumangalam formula’ in
which Rs 3-5k each was paid by DMK, to the 2009 election voters. Incidentally, it is not
that this information is being ‘freshly broken’ in public – it is a kind of ‘open secret’ in TN.

3.2 But, given the fact that JJ has teamed up with the Dravidians of the DMK ilk, that is,
the same people that he is accusing of amoral corruption, would he call for a ‘proper
investigation’ in to the implementation of that ‘formula?’

3.3 JJ clearly says & articulates that for the past 50 years, TN has been under various
Dravidian governments.

3.3 JJ also says that he is attempting to map the ‘hidden connections’ between ‘cash
amassed and distributed illegally’ and ‘electoral politics.’

Is JJ trying to ‘clean’ the system from within?

4.1 JJ is clearly saying that, during ‘by-elections’ each cabinet minister is given charge of
10,000 voters to ensure that they all vote for the current ruling party. He also says, ‘may be
20 Ministers’ would be deputed to do the deed of payment/bribing of Rs 5000/- to each
voter.

4.2 There have been quite by-elections during which DMK has been in power. So, would JJ
come out with the listing of all those Ministers (at least during the by-elections) who were
in-charge of handing over the bribe amounts to their prospective voters?

5.1 JJ says that from the 1980s, the Sand Mafia has become rampant. And that, DMK and
AIADMK colluded across partylines to form Cartels to grab ‘sand lifting leases’ on the
cheap.

5.2 He also says that, these Sand related Crimes became an important source of cash for
the two dravidian parties.

6.1 JJ says, from 1993 to 2001, sand emerged as the perennial source of cash for the ruling
party – whether DMK or AIADMK.

6.2 JJ also says that the sand contractors gave a major share of the money ‘collected’ to the
‘ruling party chief.’

6.3 The ‘ruling party chief’ during 1996 to 2001 was Muthuvel ‘Kalaignar’ Karunanidhi –
the dear father of the current CM of TN – MK Stalin.

Would, JJ – in his capacity as the ‘Deputy Chariman’ of a TN Govt Council – recommend
to the Chairman (MK Stalin) to initiate an enquiry to investigate the past crimes of M
Karunanidhi?

6.4 Would JJ help the Govt of TN identify such District Secretaries and Ministers of DMK
so that his leader MK Stalin would blacklist them – and even better, initiate Police cases
against them?

7.1 JJ clearly articulates various ways by which all norms & laws were ignored, so that
unscrupulous elements made Rs 50 Crores, based on an ‘investment’ of Rs. 1 lakh (only).

7.2 In this particular case, K Ramaswamy was the Dravidian beneficiary (Sand lifting
contractor, merely one among many such rent-seekers) who made this amazing money –
and PWD under DMK Govt gave that lease. However, a law suit was filed and the
judgement had very precise things to say about the awarding of the CONtract: ‘Corrupt
motive’ and ‘Corrupt obligation.’

7.3 Will JJ pressurize his Chairman (MK Stalin) to recover the money lost from the
exchequer and prosecute the relevant civil servants /officers from PWD?

7.4 This KCP, M, MD and OA are all cute monikers identifiable with real life dravidian
Criminals – but ,would JJ reveal their actual names so that they can be prosecuted by MK
Stalin, the CM of TN?

8.1 Here, JJ publishes a ‘rate card’ for the kickbacks, corrupt moolah, whatever paid by the
Lifting Contractor – the person who has ‘bagged’ the sand mining rights for a given quarry
in a given area…

Local village Councillors: Rs. 10, 000/- per month
Local village Panchayat President: Rs 100, 000/- per month
Local member of legislative assembly (MLA): Rs 5, 00, 000/- per
month

8.2 There is no ‘fixed’ rate-card, but JJ says the following are included for monthly
‘payments.’

Union secretaries of the main Ruling party and the Opposition party
Officials of ‘all departments concerned’
District Collectors
District Superintendents of Police
All relevant Officers further down the line
Local representatives of the ‘Press’

8.3 A very important (and redeeming, hopegiving one for us Taxpayers) is that, there have
been a few ‘who refuse to accept money.’ May their tribe increase.

8.4 THE most important point that JJ, who appears to be very knowledgeable about
‘developmint economics’ is that:

The Chief of the Dravidian Ruling Party of TN, loots Rs TEN
CRORES per DAY off Sand-Mafia!

By the time/period of the detailed report of JJ, Muthuvel ‘Kalaignar’ Karunanidhi had
been in power multiple times.

So, JJ is bluntly stating that MK Karunanidhi was immensely corrupt.

I have nothing but respect for JJ, now!

9.1 Here, JJ very clearly indicates & reiterates that, MK Stalin (the current CM of TN)
knew what he was losing during the period uptil 2021, when he was not the CM or Deputy
CM or the ‘Leader of the Ruling Party.’

9.2 In other words, Dr J Jeyaranjan is directly accusing his colleague and Chairman of
TN’s ‘State Development Policy Council’ and the current CM of Tamilnadu & Chief of the
Ruling Party – MK Stalin of massive corruption.

9.3 Why does JJ say “MK Stalin has also estimated the magnitude of the loot in sand at
INR 19, 000 Crore, which corroborates our estimate?”

It is because Rs. 300 Crore per month for twelve months and then five years of DMK rule
makes the sum of DMK (highest level, party Chief) loot = 300 x 12 x 5 = Rs 19, 000
Crores

Ta Da!

Note: Sand Mafia continues to WORK as of date, January 2021. You can please do the
extrapolation as in the point 8.4.

Weep, dear reader of this blog – or Swear to Kickout these MOST corrupt &
systematically looting Dravidians from the face of the Earth, at the next
available, lawful opportunity.

Please!

-0-0-0-0-

Mere words cannot express my deep gratitude to Dr J Jeyaranjan, for the yeoman service
that he has rendered to Bharat and therefore TN.

May he also write about Granite, Beach Sand mafias and take on every mafia
of the biggest of them all, the Dravidian Mafia!

And, now that JJ knows what he has painstakingly documented about, he perhaps would
like to take up the matter formally, purely for the welfare of the Tamils and Tamilnadu –
so that ‘Development Policies’ can be effective in neutralizing massive corruption.

Who knows, to start with, JJ may even take it up with his Chairman MK Stalin so that the
latter can initiate legal proceedings against MK Stalin.

May be JJ can prevail upon MK Stalin to resign, face an impartial inquiry and then may be
emerge unscathed, proving his innocence. In which case, JJ should be tried for
defamation. Oh it is all very confusing…

Anyway…

…If any of you is/are interested in learning more about the document of JJ and/or the
book:

This whole paper is available for free/legal download from JSTOR. Link:  As also, the
whole book. If you want, you can buy the book too.

In case the download link does not open, for whatever reason, then JJ’s paper is locally
archived here, for your reading pleasure.

#LetUsKnowOurDravidians, more than that, #KnowOurChameleons.
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